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PBNK

7LC=IER=NEJI=G!1?NEJI!4YYFHM!FIINYNTSFQ!XYFYJRJSYX!NK!SJJIJI'!BJJ!GFHP!TK!KTWR!KTW!FIINYNTSFQ!VZJXYNTSX'

7JXHWNGJ!YMJ!TWLFSN_FYNTSFQ!FHYNTS!FSI%!NK!FUUQNHFGQJ%!YMJ!IFYJ!TK!YMJ!FHYNTS!TW!YMJ!IFYJ!FLFNSXY!\MNHM!XMFWJMTQIJWX"!T\SJWXMNU!NX!RJFXZWJI!KTW!
YMJ!FHYNTS!" A ten percent stock dividend paid on October 22, 2018 to shareholders of record as of October 9, 2018.

Some shareholders will receive cash for fractional shares, which is treated as a redemption for U.S. federal income tax purposes.

(,!

7JXHWNGJ!YMJ!VZFSYNYFYN[J!JKKJHY!TK!YMJ!TWLFSN_FYNTSFQ!FHYNTS!TS!YMJ!GFXNX!TK!YMJ!XJHZWNY^!NS!YMJ!MFSIX!TK!F!D'B'!YF]UF^JW!FX!FS!FIOZXYRJSY!UJW!
XMFWJ!TW!FX!F!UJWHJSYFLJ!TK!TQI!GFXNX!"

The shares received in the ‘stock dividend’ are a share split. It is a nontaxable event to the shareholder pursuant to Internal Revenue Code
Section 305(a), which states that distributions of a corporation’s own stock made with respect to its stock are not taxable to a shareholder.
However, pursuant to Internal Revenue Code Section 307(a), the shareholder must compute basis for the split shares received by
allocating the basis for the old stock between the old and new stock.
The ten percent dividend results in the new tax basis of a U.S. taxpayer to be 90.9090 percent of the old tax basis.
[100/(100+10)] = 90.9090
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7JXHWNGJ!YMJ!HFQHZQFYNTS!TK!YMJ!HMFSLJ!NS!GFXNX!FSI!YMJ!IFYF!YMFY!XZUUTWYX!YMJ!HFQHZQFYNTS%!XZHM!FX!YMJ!RFWPJY![FQZJX!TK!XJHZWNYNJX!FSI!YMJ!!
[FQZFYNTS!IFYJX!" A shareholder owns 100 shares of Pinnacle bank common stock on October 9, 2018 at a tax basis of $1,000 or $10 per

share. Following the ten percent stock dividend, the shareholder owns 110 shares at a tax basis of $1,000 or $9.0909 per share.

Each shareholder's existing tax basis must be spread over the post dividend shares that they own (the old shares plus the new shares
received in the 10% stock dividend), including the fractional shares.
Shareholders who received cash in lieu of fractional shares will be treated as having received the fractional shares in the stock dividend
and then as having exchanged the fractional shares for cash. These holders will generally recognize gain or loss equal to the difference
the tax basis allocable to the fractional shares and the amount of cash received.
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